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CUSTOMS AND
SECURITY

Belfast Harbour has transformed its CCTV system in response 
to robberies and 9/11, and more security improvements are on
the horizon. Sam Burke, the port’s chief officer, told Lawrence
Cohen about the developments. 

Belfast Harbour’s sophisticated CCTV system has been attracting
praise from high places. Port inspectors from TRANSEC, the
security division of the UK Department of Transport, recently
described the system as one of the best they’ve even seen. The
Police Service of Northern Ireland, meanwhile, has praised the
system for helping to catch some the most prolific perpetrators of
vehicle crime in Belfast.

Such praise underlines just how far CCTV at the Port of
Belfast has come in the last three-and-a-half years. In June 2001,
the port made national headlines for all the wrong reasons, after
armed robbers stole £15 million of cigarettes from the port’s
container depot.

Sam Burke, chief officer, Belfast Harbour Police, recalls: “Our
old CCTV system was found to be a problem. We had an old
black-and-white analogue system which had been gradually
allowed to go into decline, and we weren’t able to get clear
enough images of the robbers. The subsequent publicity wasn’t
good and the whole thing was a complete disaster.”

Belfast Harbour Police had already moved Mr Burke from
CID to the force’s operational division, handing him the role 
of overhauling the port’s CCTV, just prior to the robbery: “I had
been given the task of overhauling CCTV just before the
robbery took place, but the robbery gave the overhaul extra
impetus,” he says.

System overhaul
Transforming CCTV surveillance at Belfast Harbour, which is
spread out over 2,100 acres, represented a huge challenge. Almost
two million passengers, half-a-million freight units and 9,000
vessels pass through the harbour each year.

In order to kick-start the CCTV project, Belfast Harbour
commissioners appointed Matt McDonald, a security consultancy,
to help him plan the system and oversee its design and

installation. He says: “It took about 10 months just to get the
system planning right before choosing an installer.” Bell Security
was selected to install the CCTV system, beating 13 other
installation companies to the contract. 

The Port of Belfast spent more than £1 million on the CCTV
overhaul. Initially, 79 cameras were installed. Today, there are
more than 86 cameras covering the port. A combination of static
and pan, tilt and zoom (PTZ) cameras cover all of Belfast
Harbour’s entrances and exits. PTZs have also been installed
overlooking the harbour’s ship docking areas.

Cameras also watch over the harbour’s rubb sheds, which are
used to store timber products such as pallets of plywood: “The
sheds and their contents are always a target for criminals, so we
installed dome cameras in and around the sheds,” Mr Burke says.

Automatic Number Plate Recognition arrests
CCTV, used in tandem with Automatic Number Plate
Recognition (ANPR), has helped the Port of Belfast reduce theft
from the rubb sheds and other parts of the port.

Static cameras – one positioned high, one positioned low –
have been installed at each of the harbour’s entrance and exit
points. If one of the cameras capture a “hot” number plate, such
as a stolen vehicle or a vehicle linked to known suspects, the
port’s ANPR system produces an audible alarm to alert operators
to take action. “ANPR draws our attention to a suspect vehicle
right away,” says Mr Burke.

ANPR helped Mr Burke and his team catch a gang of
criminals who were stealing timber from the port. “We had
experienced theft of timber from a number of rubb sheds for a
number of weeks, with pallets of wood worth £6,000 each being
stolen,” he says. “CID investigated and identified which vehicles
were being used by the criminals and, low and behold, the
criminals returned for another raid. Our ANPR system flagged
up an audible alarm that their vehicle had entered the port, so we
watched them on CCTV, recorded the theft and then made the
arrest. We discovered two pallets in their van.”

To Mr Burke’s annoyance, the men who had stolen the pallets
were given suspended sentences in court and were soon back
trying to steal from the port’s rubb sheds. “Again they were
identified by a combination of ANPR and CCTV, even though
they were using a different stolen van this time,” he says. “They
failed to stop when we flagged them down and a car theft ensued,
but eventually we made the arrest. This time we found three
pallets in the van!”

The Port of Belfast’s ANPR system, supplied by CitySync,
manages to accurately capture the number plates of more than
90% of vehicles entering and leaving the port, according to 
Mr Burke. Around 35,000 vehicles pass through the port on a
weekday; 20,000 vehicles on Saturdays.

Digital recording
All images captured on ANPR cameras – and indeed all of the
port’s surveillance cameras – are relayed over fibre-optic cable
back to the Harbour Police Operations Room.
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Inside the room, there are two identical workstations with 
21-inch flat-screen monitors, from which Petards Systems’
Advantage.Net+ digital CCTV system is operated. A control
room operator can select any camera through a plan view, map-
based touch-screen interface and issue PTZ commands.

Advantage.Net+ provides automated digital CCTV recording.
Images are stored onto a 10-terabyte hard disk for 2-3 days and
then automatically archived to digital tape on a 31-day cycle. The
port’s Operations Room staff can replay images on a separate
video suite and download any images required as evidence onto a
CD-ROM, floppy disk or VHS tape.

Mr Burke says that the system’s map-based interface makes it
easy for operators to pinpoint cameras and zoom in on any
incident that’s unfolding. “On each touch-screen monitor, a map
of the entire harbour is broken down into different areas, which
can be brought up by touching the screen,” he explains. “The
screen then displays camera icons to illustrate the different
locations of the cameras so that we can quickly call up the area
we want to monitor.”

After 9/11
Belfast Harbour’s cameras are not constantly monitored; part 
of the time, monitoring is event driven, with the port’s CCTV
operators alerted to incidents by ANPR alarms and motion
detectors throughout the harbour, as well as by police and security
officers patrolling the port.

At certain times, however, the port’s operators have to monitor
the cameras constantly, due to the International Ship and Port
Facility Security (ISPS) Code.

The International Maritime Organisation (IMO) introduced the
code in response to the 9/11 terrorist attacks, and US concerns
over sea port security worldwide. To fall in line with the code
TRANSEC has defined three different levels of security. “Under
Level One – which is where we are at the minute – we are not
required to constantly monitor CCTV,” says Mr Burke, “but at
Level Two, CCTV must be constantly monitored and I might well
bring in additional police personnel under these circumstances.”

“The code is also applicable to each ship, so a ship could be at a
higher security level than us, in which case we would have to go
up to Level Two surveillance for that vessel,” he says. Level Three
would apply to an extraordinarily high security threat.

The ISPS code also requires each port to have certain levels of
security all of the time, regardless of the security threat level.
“We’ve had to install additional CCTV cameras at the police
station and the harbour master’s department here, which must be
access controlled,” says Mr Burke. “We’ve got cameras trained on
the entrance, the reception area and the immediate perimeter.”

Whereas many ports worldwide had to scramble to upgrade
security to fall in line with the new code, the Port of Belfast had
a head start. The port began its overhaul of CCTV a few months
before 9/11. “We’re very fortunate that we installed the system
when we did, before the new code was even dreamt of. We were
ahead of the game,” reflects Mr Burke. “A lot of ports worldwide
were suddenly told they had to overhaul security and some of
them were possibly caught napping.”

Going wireless
Mr Burke is pleased with the CCTV system Belfast Harbour now
has in place, but he wants to expand surveillance still further.
Images from cameras throughout the Port of Belfast are currently
transmitted to the port’s Operations Centre via fibre optics and
ISDN, but Mr Burke is considering going wireless.

He says: “We have a multitude of businesses located on the
harbour estate, and we’re looking at introducing wireless
transmission technology so that we can cover the entire estate.”
He has noted that the nearby Northern Ireland Science Park

(located on the site where the Titanic was built in Belfast)
recently introduced wireless CCTV transmission technology with
great success.

Belfast Harbour Police are also looking to remotely monitor
sites located at the outer reaches of the port: “We are considering
introducing CCTV remote monitoring so we can monitor those
sites within the port which are not directly under our control,”
says Mr Burke.

Growing demand for CCTV from businesses located on the
harbour estate underlines the positive impact that security
cameras have had on security at the port. “It’s hard to gauge the
exact effect that CCTV has had on crime, but it helps us to 
catch criminals and has proved an extremely effective tool for
traffic management,” reflects Mr Burke. “CCTV is simply
another tool for tackling crime, but it has proved extremely useful
to us. I couldn’t imagine the port without CCTV now.”

Access control
Having overhauled CCTV at the port, Belfast Harbour Police
have now turned their attentions to transforming access control.

Mr Burke says: “Under the ISPS code, we have to introduce a
security pass system for the port. Some buildings must have
controlled access, while records of who has entered or left a
building have to be maintained. Because of this, we decided that
rather than just introduce a pass production system as initially
planned, we should bring in a pass production system with
electronic access control capability.”

To meet the requirement of the ISPS code, the Port of Belfast
is currently introducing an AC2000 system with advanced access
control and ID badging from CEM systems, part of Tyco Fire and
Security. Radio Contact, a Belfast-based installation company, is
installing the CEM system, which is already used at many sea and
airports worldwide.

“The access control system will cover the main harbour
building, the port operations building and the workshop building
where our engineers are based,” says Mr Burke. “Proximity passes
will be issued to staff, visitors and their vehicles, and the system
will record who comes and goes from a building and at what
time.” Pass holders will be able to gain access to buildings by
flashing their pass at the buildings’ proximity card readers.
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Proximity card readers control access to the port’s key buildings.
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Roaming checks
The Port of Belfast’s police officers and security staff will also be
able to perform roaming security checks throughout the harbour
by using CEM S3010 portable handheld card readers.

As for vehicles, information identifying a vehicle (such as make,
model and registration) will be recorded on the port’s system
database, with passes produced for display on vehicles. The
vehicle pass can then be controlled in the same manner as a
normal personnel card.

Although Belfast Harbour Police currently have no plans to
integrate their new access control system with other technology,
Mr Burke emphasises the system will provide the platform and
flexibility needed to ensure the port can meet any future changes
in security legislation.

Chemical, Biological, Radioactive and
Nuclear scanners
Besides demanding that sea ports increase access control to buildings
in the aftermath of 9/11, the IMO has urged governments
worldwide to invest in bomb and radiation detection equipment at
ports to scan vessels and their cargo for signs of radioactive or
nuclear material which could be used to make a dirty bomb.

In response, the UK’s HM Customs and Excise is rolling out
Chemical, Biological, Radioactive and Nuclear (CBRN)
detection scanning devices to ports throughout the UK, and is
expected to eventually supply the devices to Northern Ireland’s
ports. However, at present no deadline has been set for the
introduction of the scanners in Northern Ireland.

Alarm monitoring
In the mean time, Belfast Harbour Police are planning other new
security initiatives at the port. Mr Burke is looking at the
possibility of monitoring the intruder alarms of some 400 tenants
located throughout the port from the harbour’s operations room.

“All our tenants have their own intruder and panic alarms but
at the moment they’ve got companies such as Chubb and ADT
monitoring them,” explains Mr Burke. “We’re responding to
these alarms anyway so we might as well receive the alarms
directly. At present, an alarm will go through to a call centre
operator in Manchester, for instance, who then phones the Police
Service of Northern Ireland who will then call us, and we end up
responding to an alarm which has been routed via Manchester
but went off two or three miles down the road.”

Reprinted with permission from CCTV Image, the official magazine of
the CCTV User Group.

Belfast Harbour Police officers use handheld card readers to perform roaming
security checks.
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